[Pathological data of 92 rheumatic mitral valve after surgical ablation : comparison with pre-operative echocardiography results].
The echocardiographic information obtained pre-operatively with an electronic linear scanning system (Multiscan) was compared with the results of pathological examination of the excised mitral valve in 92 patients, and showed a close correlation. The way in which the pathological changes influence the various parameters usually used to distinguish this type of rheumatic valvular disease is demonstrated. Two-dimensional imagery provides precise information : this is shown by comparison of the still frames of the videoscopic recording and the photographs of the corresponding pathological specimens. Valve thickness, length and thickness of the chordae, calcification, mitral valve surface and commissural separation are well shown, especially at the anterior leaflet. Study of transverse incidences seems the most reliable method of estimating mitral valve area. Systolic separation of mitral valve echos, according to the usual criteria, is a good sign of associated mitral incompetence and was found in 83% of cases of mixed mitral valve disease. The mean values of anterior mitral leaflet excursion, diastolic slope and opening speeds were compared in three groups of mitral stanosis with preferential antatomical features and a control group of pure mitral stenosis with supple valves. No individual parameter was found to be specific for a particular antatomical feature, showing multiple correlations to be indispensable. The difficulty of diagnosis by isolated traditional echocardiography is confirmed and the association of two dimensional imagery would seem essential not only in making the diagnosis but also in the pre operative work up.